VIRTUAL Design Approach

By: Tracy Stocking, AIA

TSA has developed a unique design process based on our firm philosophy and tailored to our mission of Making Place for the Human
Spirit! Our process incorporates LEAN design principles and our philosophy is based on a dedication to enhancing the experience of
patients and providers—all in support of the organization’s healthcare mission. We employ our design efforts based on our core values
of Innovation, Experience, and Heart.
Our process involves presenting design concepts to clients in a variety of graphic formats ranging from traditional floor plans and
elevations to full-color rendered 3-D images. Successful design communication requires that clients accurately understand the design
concepts presented to them. The responsibility for understanding lies with us, the design professionals. In addition to using compelling
design graphics, we rely on face-to-face verbal communication skills to get our message across.
Face-to-face communication is enhanced by a combination of voice inflection, body language, facial expression, hand gestures and
personal charisma. In-person meetings enable architects to engage clients in real-time brainstorming and iteration by sketching directly
over printed drawings or on a large white board. The efficacy of face-to-face presentations is enhanced further if the venue allows for
multiple drawings to be presented together—say pinned to the wall in a preferred sequence. It may sound simple but just the ability to
point to various elements on a drawing—with your finger—is valuable. Often, we rely on the above tactics to overcome short comings
in the quality of our graphic communications.
A new reality of the “new normal” for architects and clients is that the full sequence of design meetings must now be held through one
of the popular digital platforms such as Skype, GoToMeeting, Zoom, WebEx, MS Teams, etc. Many of us have used these tools from time
to time for the occasional meeting or presentation but to rely on them for every meeting is a true challenge.
The key challenges inherent with these venues and our solutions are presented here.
I predict that the design firms who embrace this challenge and use it to improve the client experience will emerge stronger
and better—regardless of what the “new normal” turns out to be.

CHALLENGE:

Clients are less engaged
»

Often no face-to-face interaction

»

No guarantee that they have video or screen sharing capability

»

Working from home limitations and distractions

Facial expressions are a form of communication

SOLUTIONS:

Give homework assignments to Clients
»

While we have always done this, it is even more
important now

»

We facilitate by sending out “homework” packets,
just like an elementary school teacher

»

If clients will come to each meeting with their
homework done the meeting will be more efficient
and productive

»

This should start with clear goals and direction prior
to the programming phase

Send hard copies to Clients ahead of time
»

Enables them to see better

»

Sends a message that this is important and their
engagement is valued

»

Enables them to work off-line (or off screen)

»

Scale needs to be clearly identified—consider
sending a scale also

Client Homework: Spaghetti Flow Diagram

Hard Copy Plans

CHALLENGE:

Design Communication/Graphics
»

Our clients aren’t designers—not trained to read drawings or understand
scale. This isn’t a new challenge but just got bigger.

»

Small Screens—most folks (including us) are working on a laptop in their
bedroom (hopefully not on their phone)—its’ very hard to present design
nuance and details.

»

One image at a time—its’ difficult to make visual connections or flip back
and forth between multiple images.

»

Lack of experience or comfort with multiple platforms—design and virtual
meetings (clients and architects).

SOLUTIONS:

Virtual Design Meetings/Integrated Design
Events/Charettes

Client Technology is Unpredictable

Realtime Markup or Changes
Shows clients we heard them (in addition to recording the
decision)

»

Clear agenda well ahead of time

»

Start with rollcall and state the agenda/purpose of
the meeting

»

Bluebeam—markup

»

Revit—if fast enough

»

Clear design graphics are CRITICAL (see below)

»

Sketchup

»

Put yourself in your client’s shoes and anticipate
their questions

»

Remote meeting software (GoToMeeting, WebEx,
Zoom, etc.)

»

Breakout into small groups and off-line discussions

Paper-dolls or bubble-diagram exercises

Design Graphics
3D images are ALWAYS BETTER— (for us as well as clients)
»

Model in Revit

»

Model in Sketchup

»

Pre-set room blocks (labeled) ready to place or move
real-time

»

Ask clients to be a back-seat driver

»

Send them homework—they can share photos of
options

2D images:
»

Line-weights, hatching and color (just to mention a
few) can help distinguish and emphasize elements

»

Clearly label stuff (rooms, areas, etc.)

»

Clearly label every drawing—name, date, phase,
north arrow, scale

Real-Time On-Screen Mark-Up

Graphic Program—Relationship Test

3D Color Floor Plan

Technology
Architects learn multiple design/presentation tools:
»
»
»

Revit
Sketchup
Bluebeam

»
»
»

Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesign

»
»

PowerPoint
Virtual Reality

Architects learn multiple virtual meeting tools:
3D Perspective View with Color Materials & Furniture

»
»
»

WebEx
Skype
Zoom

»
»
»

MS Teams
»
Google Teams
GoToMeeting

Facetime

